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December 2023

Sunshine Coast Photography Club 
Calendar 2024 

Date Meeting Details

January 10 February Entries Close Closing date for February Competition

24 Share Night

25 Committee* *Subject to change - please contact a committee member to confirm.

Feb 14 Competition Night People (Entries close Jan 10)

21 Committee

28 AGM Annual General Meeting (and Share Night)  DON’T MISS  THIS!!  

March 13 Competition Night Food Photography (Entries close Feb 14)

20 Committee*

27 Share Night

Apr 10 Competition Night Scapes (Entries close March 13)

17 Committee*

24 Share Night

May 8 Competition Night Architecture (Entries close April 10)

15 Committee*

22 Share Night

June 12 Competition Night Nature (Entries close May 8)

19 Committee*

26 Share Night

July 10 Competition Night Long Exposure -Tewantin Shield (Entries close Jun 12)

17 Committee*

24 Share Night Photobook Critique Night.

August 14 Competition Night Street Photography (Entries close July 10)

21 Committee*

28 Share Night

September 11 Competition Night Eyes (Entries close August 14)

18 Committee*

25 Share Night

October 2 November Entries Close NOTE - Closing date for November Competition is 2 October

9 Competition Night Urban Panoramas (Entries close September 11)

16 Committee*

23 Share Night

November 6 Competition Night Sunshine Coast Events (Entries close October 2)

6 Annual Awards Close NOTE - Closing date for Annual Awards and Competitions

27 Share Night

December 7 Awards Dinner (Entries for Competitions and Awards close November  6)

https://caloundra.myphotoclub.com.au/member-page-3/
https://caloundra.myphotoclub.com.au/member-page-3/
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Sunshine Coast Photography Club  
Set Subject Definitions 2024 

DATE SUBJECT DEFINITION

January No Competition Entries for February due on 10 th January

Feb 14 People A photograph of a person or people that must show all the person(s) from 
head to foot (no head to waist close-ups). 
The person(s) in the photograph must be the focal subject, however the 
image could also depict their environment or a broader scene. Can be posed 
or candid.  
Must be a live human being (mannikins, statues or ornaments will not be 
accepted). 

March 13 Food 
Photography

Food photography encompasses images where food is the main or 
prominent element within the frame. This genre allows for the inclusion of 
people engaging with the food, provided that their involvement contributes to 
conveying a narrative. 

April 10 Scapes An image featuring an expansive view without humans dominating the scene 
- urban, rural, sea, sky scapes, and traditional landscapes are all included in 
this category.  
A landscape is a photograph of natural scenery with land and sky-based 
elements displayed in a pictorial fashion. It may include evidence of man, 
people, animals, even part of the sea if none of these additional elements 
dominate the photograph.  
A seascape is a photograph of natural coastal scenery, a wave study, or a 
picture of the open sea, provided always that the sea is the centre of interest 
of the 
photograph. People, boats, and man-made structures may be present as 
incidental to the photograph. (APS definition) 

May 8 Architecture Pictures depicting the interior or exterior of any manmade structure 
portraying the surface texture, lighting, colour, or geometry and emphasising 
the character or beauty of the structure. People, statues, and fountains may 
be included but not be the dominant point of the image. 

June 12 Nature Nature photography records all branches of natural history except 
anthropology and archaeology. This includes all aspects of the physical 
world, both animate and inanimate, that have not been made or modified by 
humans.  
Nature images must convey the truth of the scene that was photographed. A 
well-informed person should be able to identify the subject of the image and 
be satisfied that it has been presented honestly and that no unethical 
practices have been used to control the subject or capture the image. Images 
that directly or indirectly show any human activity that threatens the life or 
welfare of a living organism are not allowed.  
The most important part of a Nature image is the nature story it tells. High 
technical standards are expected, and the image must look natural.  
Objects created by humans, and evidence of human activity, are allowed in 
Nature images only when they are a necessary part of the Nature story.  
Photographs of human-created hybrid plants, cultivated plants, feral animals, 
domesticated animals, human-created hybrid animals and mounted or 
preserved zoological specimens are not allowed.  
Images taken with subjects under controlled conditions, such as zoos, are 
allowed.  
Controlling live subjects by chilling, anaesthetic, or any other method of 
restricting natural movement for the purpose of a photograph is not allowed. 
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DATE SUBJECT DEFINITION

July 10 Long 
Exposure 

Long-exposure, time-exposure, or slow-shutter photography involves using a 
long-duration shutter speed to sharply capture the stationary elements of 
images while blurring, smearing, or obscuring the moving elements. Long 
exposure photography captures one element that conventional 
photography does not: an extended period of time.

Aug 14 Street 
Photography

Street photography, a genre of photography that records everyday life in a public 
place. The very ‘publicness’ of the setting enables the photographer to take 
candid pictures of strangers, often without their knowledge. 
Street photographers do not necessarily have a social purpose in mind, but they 
prefer to isolate and capture moments which might otherwise go unnoticed.

Sep 11 Human Eyes The eyes are the windows to the soul, the old saying goes.  Eye photography 
involves the technique of capturing a subject's eye structure.  

For eye photography, the human eye is a fascinating subject.  It contains the 
iris, the coloured area surrounding the black dot in the eye's middle.  

The image may contain one eye or both the eyes and maybe a larger area of 
the face.  

The eye can be photographed straight on, from the side or higher or lower.

Oct 2 Urban 
Panoramas 

Take in the full sweep of an urban scene with a panoramic shot. Perhaps a shot 
across the rooftops from an elevated position, or an all-encompassing pastiche 
of life in an urban public space? Whether cut from a larger wide-angle image, or 
stitched together from several narrower ones, an urban panorama can bring a 
much broader view of our urban reality to life.

Nov 6 Sunshine 
Coast Events

Colour or black and white image taken at a Sunshine Coast event e.g. major 
sports event, music festival, Nambour/Maleny show etc.  The image should 
depict the excitement and importance of the event.
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Sunshine Coast Photography Club  
Members Directory 2024 

NAME PHONE

Tony Allison 0412 529 795

Ed Anderson 0447 801 290

Bruce Atkinson 0428 871 119

Tracey Axelsen 0402 041 045

Kim Bailes 0488 140 003

Sue Bailes 0488 002 709

Douglas Battison 0455 976 683

Barry Beckham 0409 953 883

Lorraine Brace 0419 466 220

Allen Brannelly 0421 813 552

Colleen Brooks 0414 234 602

Ken Brooks 0401 665 073

Ralph Brown 0400 046 476

Ann Bryan 0411 486 939

David Bryan 0754 762 046

Monica Burton

Rae Bussey 0407 074 123

Mike Cave 0425 342 533

Lucinda Clarke 0417 702 019

Kelly Darby 0412 011 674

Helen Debnam 0428 728 722

Mick Dodds 0493 511 303

Di East 0417 070 989

Trefor Ellacott 0412 879 656

James Ferris 0438 430 633

Ty Fox 0409 530 922

Kym Freiberg 0427 196 300

Gerry Gibson 0419 308 006

Robert Gillingham

Ted Gillingham 0754 913 877

NAME PHONE

Ted Gillingham 0754 913 877

Sharyn Glur 0448 757 408

Alison Hall 0407 130 629

Clive Hammond 0401 132 173

Jeff Heck 0403 060 697

Troy Holland 0418 159 948

Peter Hyndman 0418 330 016

Lara Irvine 0423 517 608

Vern Irvine 0438 262 488

Belinda Kranz 0407 025 470

Andrew Macrow 0409 622 254

Ken Marchant 0490 469 061

Karen Newsham 0438 544 173

Denise Organ 0427 919 044

John Organ 0428 824 064

Jenny Power 0414 575 956

Rhonda Reynolds 0411 155 104

Bruce Richardson 0413 150 245

Annette Scott 0439 034 538

Jenny Shackles

Mark Stewart 0408 662 154

Angela Stewart 0409 313 105

Joy van 
Loggerenberg

0493 165 145

Jane Weir 0437 645 111

Murray Weir 0408 887 986

Ray White 0417 532 803

Phil Wigley 0407 870 388

Len Williams
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Sunshine Coast Photography Club 
Competition Rules and Procedures 2024 

effective January 2024


Contents 
Terminology and Definitions  
Entry Eligibility 
Entry Procedures 
Competition Subjects  
Judging 
Annual Awards 
Points Scores   

Terminology and Definitions 
TERM DEFINITION 

SCPC In this document the initials SCPC means the Sunshine Coast Photography Club 
Inc. 

MPC In this document MPC means the SCPC website at 
www.sunshinecoast.myphotoclub.com.au  

Media The physical presentation of the image, either Print or DPI (Digital Projected 
Image).  

DPI Digital Projected Image; A photograph that is presented by electronic digital 
means. 

Print A photograph that is presented on an opaque surface. 

Colour Any photograph that is not monochrome. This includes a monochrome 
photograph that has been partially toned, or has colour added.  

Monochrome Any photograph containing shades of only one colour. If toning is carried out, it 
must be over the total photograph - unless otherwise expressly permitted for a 
particular competition, partial toning and/or the addition of one extra colour is 
not acceptable in a monochrome section. 

Competition For the purposes of this document, “Competition” means any monthly or annual 
competition run by and for the members of SCPC, or any other competition which 
may be arranged from time to time, for which these rules and procedures are 
applicable. 

Competition Rules and Procedures Page  of 1 8
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External Competition  
External competition refers to any competition which is arranged and run 
independent of SCPC. SCPC rules and procedures may not apply for external 
competitions and there may be some additional requirements which are outside 
the scope of this document. 
 
External Competition may be competitions which require individual entry, Club 
entry, or a combination of both.  
 
In any competition for which the club is responsible for entries, the selection 
committee will consider all images entered in Competition during the preceding 
twelve months, together with any  images entered solely for the purpose of 
selection for the event by members whether or not they have been previously 
entered in club competition. 

Category Entries may be submitted in each monthly competition in these categories:  
 
Open Subject DPI 

 Set Subject, DPI 
Creative Photography, DPI 

 Open Print. 
 
Refer to “Entry Eligibility” for further information. 

Open Subject DPI* 
 The choice of subject is open.  

 Images entered into the open category are permitted to have post-production 
adjustments, however it is the intent that all images in this category should 
maintain the integrity of the original image in colour or monochrome.  

 Editing may include adjustments to colour (including black & white), sharpness, 
tone, contrast, shadow and highlights, cropping, noise, dodging, burning and the 
removal or replacement of objects.  

 Techniques where two or more exposures are captured and merged to form a 
single image including focus stacking, HDR images and stitched panoramas are 
permitted.  

 Composite images are permitted to the extent that they contribute to a realistic 
enhancement of the original image intent.  

 Judges have the right to reject any image which they feel has been over edited 
and no longer holds the integrity of the original image.  

  
Set Subject DPI A Set Subject definition is specified for each competition, and published in a 

separate calendar with explanatory definitions.  

 Unless required by the definition, images may be in colour or monochrome . 

 Images in this category have no post-production restrictions, however the image 
must be photographic in origin.  

 Single-capture and composite images are permitted.  

 The use of third-party content of any kind is not permitted.  
Competition Rules and Procedures Page  of 2 8
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 Unless the definition of the set subject specifies otherwise, the photographer’s 
creativity in the post-production stage has no limits other than that the image 
must interpret the subject  literally or metaphorically in the opinion of the judge.  

Creative Photography DPI*  
 
The Creative category creates a space for these images where the 
photographer’s creativity at the time of capture and in the post-production stage 
has no limits. 

 Images entered into this category have no post-production restrictions, however 
the image must be photographic in origin. Single-capture and composite images 
are permitted.  

 The use of third-party content of any kind is not permitted.  

NOTE*  These definitions are for SCPC Competition only and may differ significantly from 
“creative”,and ”open subject” definitions in other external competitions. 

Open Print The print category may comprise printed images which would be eligible to enter 
in any of the categories outlined above. 

Grade Members are assigned to either A or B grade on the basis of a portfolio of images 
submitted to the Grading Committee. Grade assignments may be reviewed from 
time to time.  
 
New members will granted an interim B grading pending assessment of their 
grading submission. 

Subject The subject, theme, or content of an image (e.g. “Nature”, “Portrait”, “Landscape”, 
etc.) 

Definition  A definition is provided for each Set Subject. Some traditional subjects have quite 
rigid definitions, whereas informal subjects may have broad and loose definitions 
(e.g. see Set Subjects and Definitions for the current year) 

Image Title Each image entered in competition must have a concise title chosen by the 
maker (e.g. “Rio at Night”). Generally, it is not acceptable to change the title of an 
image if it has been or will be entered in another competition. The title should not 
include punctuation, special characters, or file type specifications (e.g. “.jpg”). 

File Name The name of the JPEG file containing a DPI entry or a digital version of a Print 
entry (e.g. Rio at Night.jpg). The file name must be the same as the image title 
(excluding the “.jpg”). 

Scores Entries are judged by assigning a numeric score in the range 0 to 9. Scores 
contribute to the Annual Accumulated Award Points. (See Points Scores and 
Awards below.) 

Award Points Award Points are based on scores received and are accumulated throughout the 
February to November competitions. Annual winners in each category are 
presented with special awards at our Annual Dinner in December. 

Competition Rules and Procedures Page  of 3 8
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Accepted  This designation is applied to competition entries that scored in the range 1 to 9 
and were judged not to have contravened any rules. 

Not Accepted An entry given a score of 0 was judged as “Not Accepted” because it contravened 
one or more rules. 
 
A print entry which has been entered but not submitted on competition night will 
be considered “Not Accepted” and receive a 0 score. 

IOTM “Image Of The Month” -  A score of 9 indicates the Judge’s Choice of one DPI and 
one Print as best Image of the Month. 

 

Entry Eligibility 
In each monthly competition, for the 2024 competition year, a member may submit a maximum of 
4 (four) entries, with a maximum of 1(one) entry in each category.  

Members are required to have a grade assignment before submitting images for competition. 

Photographs and modifications to them must be the member’s own original work however the use 
of an external service for the production of prints is permitted. 

There is no restriction on the age of an original image, defined by the date of exposure. 

The judge may rule any entry ineligible if in his or her opinion it does not conform to the definitions 
outlined above or if it does not conform to the monthly set subject definition in case of the Set 
Subject Category. 
 
An image may be reentered in a competition only if it has received a score of 6 or less in any SCPC 
competition (or 2 in the years 2022 and 2023).   Images which have been awarded an annual 
trophy award will be ineligible for re-entry. 

All entries, including a DPI version of any print entry must be uploaded to the competition website 
SunshineCoast.MyPhotoClub by midnight on the due date. 
 
Prints which have been digitally entered must be delivered to the judging location prior to judging. 
(see “Entry Procedures” below) 

Competition closing dates are included in the Calendar of SCPC Meetings. Competitions close at 
midnight on the closing date. No alteration or substitution of entries is allowed once the 
competition is closed. 

All entries must conform to specified size and naming conventions (see “Entry Procedures” below). 

Entries which are not available for selection for entry into external competitions on behalf of the 
club, are welcome to participate and be judged on a month to month basis, but will be excluded 
from the annual point score and entry into annual competitions.  

Competition Rules and Procedures Page  of 4 8
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Entry Procedures 
REGISTERING ENTRIES 

Both DPI and print competitions are registered by uploading digital files to our competition website 
(SunshineCoast.MyPhotoClub) by the due date.  

For each entry both DPI and Print, a JPEG file conforming to the prescribed specifications must be 
uploaded to the website before midnight on the closing date.  
 
Registered Print entries should be brought to Competition Night and lodged with the Print 
Coordinator before 7:00 pm for verification and placement in the exhibition. 

DPI SPECIFICATIONS: 

Dimensions:  Maximum Width = 1920 pixels;  
Maximum Height = 1080 pixels (regardless of format).  

File size:  Maximum 2 Megabytes. 

File Name:  Must not include punctuation or special characters, except “.jpg” tag. 

Image Title:  Maximum 35 characters, should be the same as the file name, do not include file 
information or special characters.  (Note  - The title is automatically created from 
the file name on upload, but can be edited.) 

PRINT SPECIFICATIONS: 

Upload JPEG for registration:  Same as DPI Specifications above. 

Print:  Mounted. 

Maximum overall dimensions:   500 mm × 400 mm (20”X16”) including any mount-board or mat.  
Minimum dimensions:    150 mm × 100 mm. 

Print Identification Label:  
 
Labels for print entries can be generated for printing from the Competition Website after 
registration of entries. 
 
These must be affixed to the reverse side, in the top left corner, to ensure correct 
orientation of the displayed print. 
 
Labels must include the following information:  
Category, Grade, Month and Year, Maker’s Name, Image Title.  

  
For example: Colour Print, B Grade, January 2018, Frank Hurley, “Advancing Glacier”. 

Competition Rules and Procedures Page  of 5 8
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Competition Subjects 
SET SUBJECTS 

The Set Subject for each month is defined before the beginning of the calendar year.  
 
A table of set subjects and their definitions for the year is available for download on the  
INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS page on MPC.  
 
EXTERNAL COMPETITIONS 

SCPC facilitates members’ participation in regional competitions that accept only club entries (e.g. 
the annual Interclub, Tewantin Shield, and River City Print competitions) by incorporating their 
Special Subjects into our Calendar. 

Juging 
DPI JUDGING 
DPIs are judged “remotely” via our competition website (MPC) in advance of Competition Night. All 
images are projected on Competition Night, usually with comments by the judge.  
 
Full comments on DPI entries are accessible via the published results on MPC. 

PRINT JUDGING 
Prints are “impact judged” on Comp Night with commentary by the judge and announcement of 
awards.  
 
PEER JUDGING 
Occasionally, a panel of SCPC members may provide “peer judging”—particularly, but not 
exclusively, to decide club entries for regional competitions. Peer judging may be conducted online 
via MPC. 
 
JUDGES SCORES 
The number of images receiving scores at each level may be decided by the judge and can vary, 
depending on the number and quality of entries. Image of the Month awards are limited to one DPI 
and one print entry each month. 

JUDGES CRITIQUE 
Judges normally provide a critique of print images either in person on competition night or by way 
of written comment if remotely judged. They will usually provide a critique of a particular entry 
when requested or answer questions from the audience. 
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Points Scores 
SCPC uses numeric scores on a scale of 0 to 9 to determine awards. Half points are not allowed.  

The following table provides a guide to the image features generally required to achieve a 
particular numeric score or award. 

Score Guide to expected image features 

0  This score is used to disqualify an entry. An image may be disqualified if: 

• it is considered to not fit the given definition of the Set Subject. 
• a Monochrome image does not conform to the definition of a monochrome 

photograph, 
• it is a Monochrome image entered in a Colour category, 
• it clearly infringes on another artist’s copyright or contains material of an 

inappropriate nature. 

1  The image displays significant technical defects, such as extreme under or over 
exposure, very poor focus, substantial (and clearly unintended) camera 
movement, or similar problems. 

2  The image displays technical defects, noteworthy shortcomings in image 
content, or a combination of technical faults. Because most club competition 
entrants have a reasonable level of experience, scores of 1 or 2 are rarely used in 
club competitions. They should not be used to disqualify an image. 

3  The image does not have significant technical defects, or other noteworthy 
shortcomings. However, it may have minor technical defects, and/or evidence 
that the handling of some elements has not been well controlled. There is further 
room for improvement and the creator is encouraged to improve the image and 
resubmit it in competition. 

4  The image is acceptable in most respects and creates some interest for the 
viewer. The score could be raised by some small improvements (indicated by the 
judge) — the creator is encouraged to try again. 

5  With minor alterations (suggested by the judge), the image could easily receive a 
higher score. 

6  This score is equivalent to a “Commended” award. The image has been 
reasonably well produced. Technical aspects and image content have been 
competently handled, creating more interest for the viewer. If the image has not 
been entered before, re-entry of an improved version is recommended. (Receives 
1 Annual Awards Point) 

7  This score is equivalent to a “Merit” award. The image is very strong and the 
handling of all, or most, of the image aspects is regarded to be above average. 
(Receives 2 Annual Awards Points) 
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8  This score is equivalent to an “Honour” award. The image is exceptional and may 
be unique in its content or technical capacity. The image is worthy of special 
recognition. (Receives 3 Annual Awards Points) 

9  This score is used to designate an “Image of the Month” for one DPI image and 
one Print image. The image is of the very highest quality. In the judge’s opinion, it 
is the best digital or print image in that month’s competition. (Receives 4 Annual 
Awards Points) 

 

 Annual Awards 
Points are accumulated in each competition category throughout the year as set out above and 
these points are tallied annually. 

The highest aggregate point scores in each category are presented with an Award.   
In the event of a tie, a tie-break will be applied as follows:- 

1. The highest average score - ie the score divided by the number of entries in that 
category.  If the result is still a tie, the person who has entered the most entries in 
that category for the year will be declared the winner.  

2.  If the result is still a tie: 
The person with the most scores of 9, then 8, then 7, then 6 and so on will be 
declared the winner. 

3. If after that time there is no clear winner two (or more) first places shall be declared 
and no second place will be awarded. 

At the end of each year, subject to limits set from time to time, members may also submit their 
images entered during the year to be judged for Annual Awards in each category, in the category 
into which it was originally entered.    

In addition to the above, members are invited to submit only entries which have NOT been 
previously entered in SCPC competition for the following Annual Trophies at the end of each year 

• President’s Trophy (Print, subject, and definition chosen by the President),  
• The Don Attree Founder’s Award (DPI Nature image),  
• The Robin Simpson Trophy (DPI Australian Landscape) and  
• The Ted Gillingham Trophy (Print, B-Grade, “My Country” based on the Dorothea Mackellar 

poem).  

Refer to separate Annual Competitions descriptions on our website for rules, set subjects and 
procedures relating to each of the annual awards and competitions.  

Judging is completed in December and images are exhibited and awards presented at the Annual 
Awards Night. 
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